
How many litigators are in the database? 
Over 100,000+ known phone numbers.

How often is the data updated?
Monthly. The list is growing at a rapid rate due 
to recent changes to the TCPA.

What are the sources for the data?
TCPA and related lawsuits plus crowdsourced 
& verified litigator reports.

How can a contact center or seller benefit?
Remove 99% of the issues associated with 
TCPA and related litigation by combining 
Litigator Scrub with accurate TCPA wireless 
scrubbing from DNC.com.

How do I run a free TCPA Litigator test?
Just contact us at info@dnc.com or call us at 
866-362-5478 for a FREE test of your data to 
find potential hidden litigators. 

What states have the most litigators?
Most litigators are found in the highest 
populated states of CA, FL, NY, PA and IL. But 
suprisingly, DC, FL, NJ, PA and NV have the 
highest percentage of litigators when adjusted 
to the percent of population.

How do I add Litigator Scrubbing to my 
current suppressions?
Contact info@dnc.com and Litigator Scrub can 
be added to your existing scrubs the  
same day. 

Litigator Scrub FAQ

Litigator Scrub
Get them off your list before you ever call!

The TCPA has created the perfect storm for vexatious litigators 
who prey on unsuspecting contact centers and sellers. Litigators 
and serial lawsuit filing plaintiff firms are purposely opting into lead 
generation programs and online forms in an effort to solicit calls and 
texts that they turn into TCPA and class action suits. 

Until recently, it was almost impossible to know if you had litigator 
phone numbers hiding in your campaigns. Fortunately, Contact 
Center Compliance has leveled the playing field with Litigator Scrub, 
the industry’s premier defense against the growing number of 
professional litigators. 
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Scrub Your List for Known Litigators Today! Call 866-DNC-LIST

866-DNC-LIST
866-362-5478

info@DNC.com


